Summer Student Research Program Mentors
2016-2017

Department
Comprehensive Dentistry

Cara Gonzales
567-0980, knightcb@uthscsa.edu
Research area: Oral cancer pain

Chi-Ko Yeh
567-3333, yeh@uthscsa.edu
Research area: oral physiology, saliva and salivary gland function, geriatrics/gerontology, and oral candida infection in HIV/AIDS.

David P. Cappelli
567-3539, cappelli@uthscsa.edu

Georgiana Gross
567-3192, grossg@uthscsa.edu

Ralph Rawls
567-6871, rawls@uthscsa.edu
Research area: Dental materials, biomaterials, composites (restorative resins, cements & sealants), wound healing biomaterials

Barry Norling
567-3657, norling@uthscsa.edu
Research area: biomaterials

Kyumin Whang
567-3674, whang@uthscsa.edu

John Jones
567-6450, jonesjd@uthscsa.edu
Research area: Prosthodontics research
Endodontics

Nikita Ruparel, DDS, PhD, Assistant Professor
567-3396, ruparel@uthscsa.edu

Developmental Dentistry

John Rugh
567-3500, rugh@uthscsa.edu
Research area: educational research, science transfer, and diffusion of innovation

Shou Chen
567-3511, chenso@uthscsa.edu
Research area: dentinogenesis

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

Nathan Jeske
567-3466, jeske@uthscsa.edu